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the chronicles of narnia is a series of english-language children's novels written by
c.s. lewis. the series follows a group of four children, susan, edmund, lucy, and

peter, on an adventure to the magical kingdom of narnia. the books were originally
published between 1951 and 1956. the story is also told in a four part miniseries (tv-
movie, 2008). the chronicles of narnia was initially conceived by c.s. lewis in 1947,
when he was in his late thirties, but it took until 1953 before he had the courage to

publish his first work, a book-length version of the lion, the witch, and the wardrobe.
he continued writing the series and in the early 1950s he brought out four books.
the series follows the children's adventures in narnia and in this trilogy. the story

begins with the four children (susan, edmund, lucy, and peter) and their friend
reepicheep (pronounced "reep-ee-peck") traveling to narnia. they meet queen

susan's cousin eustace and his three siblings, lucy (a girl) and edmund (a boy) and
jill pole (a girl) in the story. they are trying to find the emperor of narnia, king

caspian, who has been away for years and possibly died. while there, susan and
edmund fall in love and get married. the two children have a son, peter, in the later

books. then the children are captured by the evil white witch, who rules over the
land of narnia with her son prince aslan. the four children end up in the wardrobe in
the middle of the night and meet aslan. when the white witch discovers that susan

and edmund are in narnia, she sends the children on a dangerous quest to free
aslan from the enchantment of the white witch.
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Parents should know that The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe uses religious themes and imagery. The characters include the lion Jesus
and witches who threaten the children. The movie includes the use of animals for

battle scenes, and some sad scenes. The children are separated from their mother
and are forced to live in a cabin. One animal friend dies. There is some sexual

innuendo with words like "dear" and "sweetheart." Parents need to know that The
Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe includes frightening,

bloody, and gruesome battle scenes. One of the children throws an arrow that hits
and kills an innocent animal. Others battle with swords, bows, and arrows, and

engage in hand-to-hand combat. An evil witch casts a spell that turns her servant to
stone, and the children are attacked, one of them gets punched, and a character
gets stabbed. There is sexual innuendo with words like "dear" and "sweetheart."
Parents should know that The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch, and the
Wardrobe contains moments of sadness and peril. There are sad scenes where
animals die. Characters are enslaved by an evil witch. Characters battle with

swords, bows, and arrows, and engage in hand-to-hand combat. Characters get
stabbed, punched, and threatened. One character is rescued by another character
who is held captive. Sad events include the death of a friend, and characters are
separated from their mother. There is strong language (a "sweetheart," "damn,"
"hell," and "dammit" are uttered), and sexual innuendo (to "take a look at her

sweetheart"). 5ec8ef588b
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